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We give conditions for the existence, uniqueness, and certain stability properties
of almost periodic solutions of certain hybrid delay differential equations with
almost periodic time dependence.  2000 Academic Press
We consider the logistic delay differential equation
N4 (t)=N(t)(a(t)& f (N([t]))), t>0, (1)
with initial condition N(0)=N0>0; here [ } ] is the greatest integer func-
tion, f (x) is continuously differentiable for x>0, f (0)=0, f (x)>0 for
x>0, and a(t) is a positive almost periodic (a.p.) function. Since the delay
in t is in terms of step functions which depend on N(t) at t=n, n=0, 1,
2, ..., this system can be referred to as a hybrid system and can model a
growth process where part of the growth rate is continuous, and part of it,
the feedback control, is discontinuous, i.e., discrete.
In previous papers [1, 2], the author has given conditions under which
(1) will have periodic solutions in case a(t) is periodic with integer period,
and also under which these periodic solutions will have certain stability
and uniqueness properties.
A solution of (1) is a function N(t) continuous for t0 and satisfying (1)
for t # (n, n+1), n=0, 1, 2, ... . Using the method of steps, it follows easily
that such solutions exist, are positive for tt0 , and are continuous with
respect to their initial values for each t>0. The same can be said for
solutions of (1) for tt0 with initial t=t0 # R.
We will use the notation
Z=[n; n=0, \1, \2, ...], Z +=[n # Z, n>0], Z +0 =Z
+ _ [0].
Since the standard concept of a.p. function is in terms of functions on R,
the set of all reals, the question of the existence of a.p. solutions of (1)
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suggests the question of whether there are solutions of (1) on R, and not
just on R+0 , the set of nonnegative reals. A direct backward extension of
solutions of equations like (1) is not in general possible; cf. [3]. One
possible method for showing that such solutions do exist would be to
consider suitable translates N(t+nj), nj # Z +, nj   as j  , of solu-
tions. One of the difficulties of this method, however, is that such translates
are in general not solutions of (1). We will use another method which
avoids this difficulty. Another difficulty, which must be overcome even with
our method is that (1) always has an a.p. solution if we allow N00,
namely, the trivial solution, which is clearly not of much interest.
Our method uses the concept of a.p. ‘‘sequence,’’ a real valued function
on Z satisfying the Bohr a.p. condition; i.e., that for each =>0, the set
T(g, =) of k # Z such that the function g(n): n # Z satisfies
sup[ | g(n+k)& g(n)|<= : n # Z]
is relatively dense in Z; i.e., there exists an L(=)>0 such that [m, m+L(=)]
& T(g, =) is nonempty for each m # Z. Since the standard definition of
sequence is that it is a function on Z + or Z +0 , we shall use the term
‘‘extended sequence’’ to mean a function on Z, and ES to denote the set of
these. If a # ES, we use the notation ak=a(k), k # Z to denote its values
(range). For a # ES and b # ES we define d(a, b)=sup[ |ak&bk | : k # Z]. If
b is a bounded extended sequence; i.e., there exists a B # R such that
|bk |B, k # Z, we denote the set of these by BES. It is clear that the func-
tion d on BES_BES to R+0 is a metric and so (BES, d ) is a metric space
which is in fact complete.
We note that an a.p. extended sequence is bounded, and in fact, the set
of such a.p. extended sequences will also be a complete metric space under
the metric d ; this follows from the fact that uniform limits of a.p. functions
are again a.p. functions; cf. [4]. In the following lemma we define an
important function on BES to BES. First, however, we note that if N(t)
solves (1) for k<t<k+1, k # Z, then by direct integration and the continuity
requirement for solutions of (1) we get easily that
N(k+1)=N(k) exp \|
k+1
k
a(t) dt& f (N(k))+ , (2)
and if N(t) solves (1) for all t # R, (2) clearly defines an extended sequence
[N(k) : k # Z].
Lemma 1. Let ,: BES  BES be defined by ,(x)= y where yk+1=
F(xk) Ak , k # Z; here x=[xk : k # Z],
F(u)=u exp(& f (u)), u # R,
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and
Ak=exp \|
k+1
k
a(t) dt+ , k # Z.
Then if x is a.p., ,(x) is also a.p.
Proof. It follows easily that for any real-valued function h(u) continuous
on compact sets in R, the function h(x): BES  BES defined by h(xk): k # Z,
maps a.p. extended sequences into a.p. extended sequences; this follows in
exactly the same way as for the case where x(t) is a.p. on R.
Also Ak : k # Z is a.p.; to see this, note that for any n # Z
|
k+n+1
k+n
a(t) dt&|
k+1
k
a(t) dt=|
k+1
k
(a(t+u)&a(t)) dt.
Since a(t) is a.p., given =>0, the set of n # Z such that
sup[ |a(t+n)&a(t)|<= : t # R]
is relatively dense; this is a nontrivial result which can be found in the
standard a.p. literature; cf., for example, [4]. It follows that the ‘‘product’’
extended sequence F(xk) Ak : k # Z, is a.p. since F(xk): k # Z is. K
In what follows, , will denote the mapping on ES to ES defined in
Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Let there exist constants =0 , =1 , and that 0<=0 f $(x)=1
for x>0; here f $(x) denotes derivative of f with respect to x. Then there exist
constants b0 , B0 , 0<b0<B0 , such that if x=[xk : k # Z] # ES is such that
b0xkB0 , k # Z, then b0,(xk)B0 , k/Z.
Proof. For each b, 0<b<=&11 , there exists a unique B=B(b)>=
&1
1
such that B exp(&=1B)=b exp(&=1 b), and for x # [b, B] we have
x exp(&=1x)b exp(&=1 b). Also B   as b  0+. If
am=inf {|
k+1
k
a(t) dt : k # Z= , (3a)
and
aM=sup {|
k+1
k
a(t) dt : k # Z= (3b)
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the condition that a(t) is a.p. and positive on R shows that am>0. Choose
b0 such that 0 < b0 < min[=&11 , am =
&1
1 ] and B0 = B ( b0)  max[=
&1
1 ,
(e=&10 ) exp aM].
We will show that if u # [b0 , B0] & R, then F(u) Ak # [b0 , B0] & R, k # Z,
where F and Ak are defined in Lemma 1. For x as above,
F(u) Ak=u exp \& f (u))+|
k+1
k
a(t) dt+
u exp(&=1u+am)b0 exp(&=1 b0+am)b0 ;
and
F(u) Aku exp(&=0u+am)(e=0)&1 exp aMB0 . K
We note that for any constants b and B>b, the set of x # ES such that
bxkB, k # Z, is a complete metric space with metric d as defined
before, and also the subset of such x # ES which are a.p. is also a complete
metric space with metric d.
Lemma 3. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 2 hold and suppose
(i) (1&b0 =0) exp aM<exp(=0b0), and
(ii) =1<=0 exp(1+=0 =1&aM),
where am and aM are defined by (2) and (3) in the proof of Lemma 2. Then
,: 7(b0 , B0)  7(b0 , B0) is a contraction, and so has a unique fixed point in
7(b0 , B0); here 7(b0 , B0) is the metric space consisting of a.p. extended
sequences x=xk : k # Z satisfying b0xkB0 , k # Z.
Proof. Consider the functions Fk (x)=F(x) Ak , k # Z, x # R, where F
and Ak are as defined in Lemma 1. We have
F $(x)=(1&xf $(x) exp(&f (x))(1&=0x) exp(&f (x))
0 if x=&10 , (4)
while
F $(x)(1&=0 x) exp(&e0 x)(1&b0=0) exp(&b0=0), b0x<=&10 ;
(5)
note that b0<=&11 =
&1
0 , where b0 is as defined in Lemma 2. Also
&F $(x)=(xf $(x)&1) exp(&f (x))(x=1&1) exp(&e0 x)0, x=&11
(6)
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while
&F $(x)(=1x&1) exp(&e0 x)=0=&11 exp(&1&=0=
&1
1 ); x>=
&1
1 ;
(7)
the last estimate follows using elementary calculus. Clearly if (i) and (ii)
hold, they also hold with aM replaced by aM+$, $>0 and sufficiently
small, so (4), (5) and (i) modified in this way imply
F $(x)<exp(&aM&$), xb0 ,
while from (6), (7), and (ii) as modified, we get &F $(x)<exp(&aM&$),
x>0. So |F $(x)|<exp(&aM&$), xb0 , and it follows that
Ak |F $(x)|Ak exp(&aM&$)exp(&$), xb0 . (8)
Now let x=[xk : k # Z] and y=[ yk : k # Z]; such that xk # [b0 , B0) and
yk # [b0 , B0], k # Z. Then
d(,(x), ,(u))=sup[Ak |F(xk)&F( yk)| : k # Z]
=sup[Ak |F $(!k)| |xk& yk | : k # Z], (9)
where !k # [b0 , B0], k # Z, and using (8) and (9) we get
d(,(x), ,(u))exp(&$) sup[ |xk& yk | : k # Z]
=exp(&$) d(x, y)
this show that , is a contraction on 7(b0 , B0) and therefore has a unique
fixed point x =[x k , k # Z] # 7(b0 , B0). K
Before stating our existence theory, we give an example of a special case
of (1) where the hypotheses (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3 hold. Take f (x)=x;
then =0==1=1. Let a(t) be any a.p. function such that 45a(t)1 for
t # R; then aM=1, am=45, and we may take b0=35. It may be of interest
to note that B0 is not involved in these hypotheses.
Theorem. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 3 hold. Then there exists a unique
a.p. solution N (t) of (1) whose range is contained in [b0 , B0] where b0 and B0
are as defined in Lemma 1. Also every ( positive) solution N(t) of (1) satisfies
N(t)&N (t)  0 as t  ; i.e., all solutions of (1) are asymptotically a.p.
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Proof. Let x # 7(b0 , B0) be the unique fixed point of Lemma 3, and let
x =[xk : k # Z]. Let t # R and [t]=k0 # Z. Then the unique solution N (t)
of (1) on [k0 , k0+1] such that N (k0)=x k0 is given by
N (t)=N (k0) exp \|
t
k0
a(s, ds& f (N (k0))(t&k0)+ , t # [k0 , k0+1].
Since x is a fixed point of ,, it follows that
x k+1=x k exp \|
k+1
k
a(s) ds& f (xk)+ , k # Z,
and so N (k0+1)=x k0+1 . Since this holds for any t # R, N (t) solves (1) on
R and is such that N (k)=x k , k # Z. It remains to show that N (t) is a.p.
Since N =[N (k): k # Z] is a.p. given $>0 the set T(N , $) of all integers
n # Z such that sup[ |N (k+n)&N (k)|<$ : k # Z] is relatively dense in Z.
Then for any t # R and n # T(N , $),
|N (t+n)&N (t)|= }F(t, N ([t]+n)) exp |
t
[t]
a(s+n) ds
&F(t, N ([t])) exp |
t
[t]
a(s) ds } ,
and so
|N (t+n)&N (t)||F(t, N ([t]+u))&F(t, N ([t]) } exp |
t
[t]
a(s+n) ds
+F(t, N ([t])) } exp |
t
[t]
a(s+n) ds&exp |
t
[t]
a(s) ds } ,
(10)
where F(t, u)=u exp(&f (u)(t&[t])); we have used the fact that [t+n]=
[t]+n, n # Z, t # R, and that F(t, u)>0 for u>0. For any n # T(N , $) and
=>0, then for $ sufficiently small, the 1st term on the right of the inequality
in (10) can be made less that =2 for all t # R. Since we may choose n #
T(N , $) & T(a, $), for $ sufficiently small, the second term on the right of
(10) can also made less than =2. This shows that the set T(N ( } ), =)=
[{ # R : |N(t+{)&N(t)|<= for all t # R] is relatively dense, and so N (t)
is a.p.
Finally we show that N(t)&N (t)  0 as t   where N(t) is any (positive)
solution of (1). We can use essentially the same argument as was used to prove
a corresponding result in [2], an outline of which follows. We first note that
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N (t)b0 , t # R. To show this, let [t]=k. Since N (k)b0 , k # Z, if N (t)<b0 ,
then there exists a t0 , kt0<k+1 such that N (t0)=b0 and N 4 (t0)0. Using
(1) we get
N 4 (t0)=b0(a(t0)& f (N (k)))b0(am&=1 b0)>0,
a contradiction. So N (t)b0 , t # R.
Let N(0)=N0>0; if N0b0 , the argument above clearly shows that
N(t)b0 for tt0 .
If N0<b0 , we can show that there exists a k0 # Z + such that N(k0)b0 .
If not N(k)<b0 for all k # Z +. But then
N(k+1)N(k) exp(am&=1 N(k))N(k) exp(am&=1b0), k # Z +,
and this implies
N(k+1)N0 exp(k(am&=1b1)), k # Z +.
Since am&=1b0>0, this shows that for k sufficiently large, N(k+1)>b0 a
contradiction. We can then argue as in the previous case that N(t)b0
for tk0 .
We can also now show, as in the proof of Lemma 3, that for some $>0,
sup[N(k+1)&N (k+1) : k # Z +, kk0]
e&$ sup[N(k)&N (k)| : k # Z +, kk0]
and so |N(k+1)&N (k+1)|  0 as k  . From this it follows easily that
|N(t)&N (t)|  0 as t  ; we omit the details. K
We note that our theorem applies to the case where a(t) is periodic with
arbitrary period. The following result shows that in such cases (1) need not
have a solution of the same period as a(t).
(A) If 0<{<1, and { is irrational, and a(t)=a(t+{)>0, t # R, and
is not constant valued, and if f is increasing for x0 and f (0)=0, then (1)
has no periodic solution with period {.
Proof. Suppose (1) has such a periodic solution, N (t). From (1) we get
N (k+{)=N (k) exp \|
{
0
a(t) dt&{f (N (k)+=N (k), k # Z +0 ,
where we have used the periodicity of a and N . So
|
{
0
a(t) dt={f (N (k)), k # Z +0
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and since f is increasing N (k)= f &1(M(a))#C(a), k # Z +0 , where
M(a)=
1
{ |
{
0
a(t) dt.
There must exist a t0 , 0<t0<1, such that N (t0){N (0); if not N(t)=
C(a) for all t0, which implies a(t)=a0 # R+ for all t0, we omit the
details. Since the set [(l&k{ : k, l # Z +0 ] is dense in [0, 1], there exists
sequences [lj : j # Z +], [kj : j # Z +] such that
lj&kj {  t0 as j  .
But N (lj&kj{)=N (lj)=N (0); and if j  , we get N (t0)=N (0). This is a
contradiction and our assertion (A) follows. K
We note that if { is a positive rational and a(t+{)=a({), t # R, then
a(t+ p)=a(t) for t # R where {= pq, p # Z +, q # Z +, and as was stated
in the introduction of this paper, conditions were given in [2] such that (1)
will in this case have solutions of period p # Z + with certain stability
properties.
Some final remarks: First, our theorem could possibly be established
under slightly weaker hypotheses by using an ejective fixed point theorem
rather than the contraction mapping theorem we use here. Such a fixed
point theorem will not automatically guarantee that the fixed point is
unique. Also, more general hybrid equations like, for example,
N4 (t)=N(t)(a(t)= :
n&1
j=0
f j (N([t& j]))), n>1, (11)
or even
N4 (t)=N(t) F(t, N([t]),
where a and F are suitably a.p. in t can be dealt with methods similar to
the one we have used; in [2] the case of (11) with n=2 was discussed.
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